
Twelve years ago, Karen Allen came to my office to interview me for the Tuesday Bulletin, the weekly 

newsletter for the school.  Would it be possible for me to write some columns during the school year?  

Just a few.  Wouldn't take that much time.  I really didn't like writing much.  I grew up in the age of the 

manual (yes, not even electric and I still have it at home) typewriter.  Everything was written out in 

longhand and then edited and typed, or if you were a really good writer you could type and compose at 

the same time.  At one time I had become pretty good at WordPerfect 5.0, but then someone decided to 

change everything to Word and after I lost my cheat strip and function keys, computer writing has never 

been the same. Yet here I am well over 400 columns later and I've really changed my mind. I enjoy 

writing this column. I like getting to speak to all of you each week. I like having a place to expound on a 

few positions. I even fantasize about what writing a weekly column for a paper would be like, especially 

if I didn't have to do the rest of the principal work.  How hard can that be? 

Your children love to write, too.  Journals are already being filled in kindergarten.  Starting with some 

pictures, with teacher written captions, children are learning that their own ideas can be put down on 

paper to be looked at again and again. Later during the year they will be encouraged to write their own 

sentences using the high-frequency words they know along with the letter sounds they hear. We call it 

chatty writing. And when the kindergarten children start using that skill it's very chatty indeed. 

At the end of the first week of school up went some early compositions of our first grade students. One 

of their first social studies units is about community helpers and they had written short sentences 

describing what they want to be when they grow up.   It takes a special set of eyes to read early first 

grade English.  They are encouraged to just spell words the way they sound.  So you have children who 

want to be zookprs and take care of ginepigs.  We want to fli a jat or be a dintice.  Those who love to 

cook want to be a shif or sheth.  One girl can hardly wait to be a fasin dsinr.  And Ms. Paul showed me 

one of her student’s journals where every entry begins with wutsuputim (or some other variation). How 

cool it must be to be six and learning to write today. Putting those sounds down on paper and getting 

your ideas recorded. No spellcheck underlining things in red, yet. As the year goes on they will learn 

there are real ways to spell certain words and they start to correct themselves. But today a wonderful 

chance to use that code they have learned and just write. 

So here I am again writing. I still write like I'm using a typewriter. I think about what I'm going to write 

and then just sit down and type away. Rarely use any of the cut, paste, and copy features of Word. Do 

very little editing. I like spellcheck though with those red lines even if it doesn't catch the 100s of times I 

type form instead of from. I like having an audience, like having a voice, like getting to ‘talk’ with so 

many of you.   

There will be lots of additional columns about writing this year Lafayette. We write all the time. Almost 

every day for the boys and girls. Poems, creative stories, and plays. Personal narratives and persuasive 

essays.  Writing for the Bear Facts and the Sports X-treme. Mr. Perll has already started working with 

some of our older students on the Cub Facts. All kinds of writing. For me a weekly column.  In the weekly 

newsletter for the school.  Just a few. Won’t take much time.  Sure Karen I'd love to. 


